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Reasons for Choosing to Work in Oran 

 
 

Algerian Arabic Translation: 

 
,ل #* أ18 آ=�ت 5" ا#4زا.� و ;1 8-4رش 0678 5"  5" ا#4زا.� .-bon...آ0.1 أ#" .-,ل #*, و آ'او &%$ #" وه�ان 

آ0.1 أ#" D%-1ي B%" ج1ل , آ0.1 أ#" .@,. وه�ان و ?<,ر .-,ل #* آ=�ت 5" وه�ان و ;1 8-4رش 0678 5" ا#4زا.�

 E;4F#انا�وح #,ه�و #06 أ18 ... آ0.1 أ#" , .personnellement  18أ"HI. JJJ K5" زوج و ا MNO5 $PB ... "HI.2 

villes algériennes"HI.  ؟,Tو س VOW 0; "HI. �O=ق آ�5 Y811 آ; JJJ 1; l’architecture "HI. JJJ و E;4F#و ا 

[Oآ [Oآ ,[Oآ [O1 آ=.�-D ...؟ ... وE\O%; ان 15ش�1 , آ81,وهNO# ,Wو�ة آ81, .�أ#" ; E=OI^#5" ا#,&$ ا JJJ "5

آ1ن 5" ا#@cاb� , آ1ن 5" ا#,سterrorisme ,a;1 آ1NO5 Y81 ...  5" ا#`1HOI7تle terrorismeب1NO ا#4زا.� 

ET1صI#داس, ا�1زة, ب,;=D ,1.ه46ا E.,ق ش�P#و 5" ا JJJ h.1=& دiان , ب�و #06 وه aب و 5" ا#,س,H@#5" ا E.,ش

 18�TB1.ان و? ه46ا�5" وه k,%`& ?ان و�1 ;1ت 5" وهHITآ81$. ;1 س "HI. ان�1... وهNO5 $811 , آNO5 Y`811 آ;

.HI" آTB "HI. , $81�18 س1HIT 5" ا#`1HOI7ت &`%,k 5" وه�ان و? دارو ه'ا. .HI" ا#4ا<%EO 5" ا#4زا.�ه'ي ا#\�ب 

alors,;4F. و ,H67. ETl# ,Wو�184 آ81, .HB 0; JJJ 0; 1سH#اف اc#11 آ81, بN#1nP8  ... YNO5 1; 06# وgrand 

différenceو �0 ا#4زا.Oب "HI.  ...ان�وه .    

 

 

English translation: 

 

For Oran and so on, there are people who could tell you— Well, in Algiers they would 

say to you, “I was born and grew up in Algiers and I cannot live in Oran,” and the other 

would tell you, “I grew up in Oran and so I can’t live in Algiers.” There are people who 

would go to Oran because of a job, and there are those who— But personally, I lived in 

both of them and to be honest—uh—I mean, they are two Algerian cities—uh—there is 

not a big difference in terms of the architecture, and the job situation is pretty much the 

same. And what is good in Oran? People used to go there—uh—during the hard time that 

Algiers went through during the period of terrorism in the nineties. It [Oran] was not 

effected by terrorism; it was in the center, in Algiers, Boumerdès, Tebessa, the Kabylie—

uh—and a bit in the east and the south. But in Oran, we never heard that someone died in 

Oran or someone was killed in Oran and so on. I mean, Oran was—I mean, it didn’t have 

those internal wars like in Algiers. I mean, in the nineties we never heard that someone 
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was killed in Oran or so and so was done there. And so, there were a lot of people who—

uh—who would go there to live and find a job. But there is no big difference between 

Algiers and Oran.  
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